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The Pasil of The Philippines 
The Pasil people speak a variety of Lubuangan Kalinga that is quite different 

from others. In fact some say it is so hard to understand by other Lubuangan 

speakers that it should be considered as a different language The people of 

Pasil identify themselves as either Kalinga or Ipasil, or they go by the name 

of their tribe or village. The latest population count of Pasil is 9,626 

excluding the considerable number of Ipasil who have moved to Tabuk City.  

Most if not all of the Ipasil are rice farmers. Their produce is mainly for 

their personal consumption including some livestock. There is no industry in 

the municipality except for the small-scale mining in some remote villages, 

pottery and seasonal soft broom and basket making. Job opportunities are 

scarce and so most of those who get education go to other places like Tabuk 

for employment. Transportation is still limited and there are areas that are 

only accessible by foot and would take several hours to reach. 

The majority of the population are professing Christians and most of them 

belong to the Roman Catholic faith. Other denominations with considerable 

members are Anglican, UCCP, Free Believers and Baptist but they are only 

located in certain villages. There are also some Jehovah’s Witness missionaries.  

There have been efforts to produce materials for school children but so 

far, there is slow progress. Printed materials are either Ilocano, English or 

Tagalog. Church, health and other materials need to be in the local language 

so that the greater population can understand and benefit from them. Pasil is 

still basically an oral culture. Their language is used for oral purposes only. 

The people speak their language to each other all the time. So it is necessary 

for any person or group from the outside who would like to assist the 

community to learn to speak the language of the people. 

Primary Religion: 

 Christianity 
 ____________________________________________________________ 

Disciples (Matt 28:19): 

 Unknown 
 ____________________________________________________________ 

Churches: 

 5 
 _____________________________________________________________ 

Scripture Status (Matt 28:20): 

 None in local variety 
 ____________________________________________________________ 

Population (date): 

 Approx. 10,000 (2014) 
 ____________________________________________________________ 

 



The Pasil of The Philippines__________________________                        ___ 
 

Have They Heard The Gospel? 

 

 
Hindrances to Scripture Use Eleven books of the NT were translated in the Guinaang 

variety of Pinasil more than 30 years ago. There are only a 

handful of copies available in the community and these are not 

being used anymore. Many who have seen it complained 

about the orthography and some of the words used in the 

translation. Literacy in the mother tongue is just beginning to 

be implemented in grade school but since the unified Pinasil 

alphabet is not yet to validated there are still no materials for 

reading and writing in Pinasil.  

How Have They Responded          

 to the Gospel?    Only about five out of the fourteen villages of Pasil have  

      Protestant or Evangelical or Pentecostal churches. Only one 

      church seemed to be vibrant. The rest are not growing  

      significantly. Even the RC has very poor attendance in their 

      mass. There is only one Polish priest ministering to all the  

      villages. The community is open for the Gospel with RC  

      parents even allowing their children to attend Sunday School 

      and DVBS. 

Are cross-cultural missionaries needed?  The municipality of Pasil is a 5th class municipality and has 

limited resources. The need would be for community 

development facilitators who would assist them in organizing 

working groups, creating livelihood, in resource development, 

literacy, health and of course church planting. There is also a 

need for local churches to reach out to other villages.  



The Pasil of The Philippines__________________________                        ___ 
 

People Group Description 

 
 

Bilingualism A majority of the population is bilingual in Ilokano. Only a 

few adults, primarily the elderly, and children who have not 

gone to school and who have not gone out of the village are 

monolinguals. However, the speakers use Pinasil for most 

situations and only use Ilokano with visitors. Most villages are 

homogenously Pasil. There are probably only two areas where 

there are other language groups- Amdalao (a sitio in Brgy. 

Guinaang which is the location of most government 

institutions) and Batong-buhay.(a sitio in Brgy. Balatoc where 

there is mining that brings in workers from other areas). 

Teachers could be speakers of Pinasil or a variety of 

Lubuangan Kalinga but they are understood by the pupils and 

students nonetheless.  


